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50 YEARS OF TREASON
IN 100 ACTS
Prior to 1913, our Date of Infamy, the U.S.A. progressed like
no other nation in history, as a Constitutional Republic. The
following International Strait-Jacket was strapped on our
shoulder as a 1913 Package Deal, and we have been going downhill since.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Federal Reserve Act
16th Amendment
17th Amendment
Tax-Free Foundations
Int. Foreign Policy replaced Monroe Doctrine
Anti-Defamation League
Universal Military Training
Federal Churches of Christ in America
National Municipal League

"For the love of money is the root of all evil" — I Timothy
6:10.
"Let me issue and control a nation's money and I care not who
writes its laws" — Amschel Rothschild.
"Any nation that does not control its Money, Military and
Mail is doomed for the scrap-heap" — the Author.
Our destruction was engineered by Paul Warburg, Nelson
Aldrich, Carter Glass, Col. Mandel House, and Woodrow
Wilson. The Federal Reserve Act was passed 12-23-13, two days
before Christmas, when many of our Representatives were home
for the Holidays. At that time our National Debt was $1 Billion,
whereas today it is $325 Billion. The Federal Reserve System is
a private corporation, controlled by International Bankers. During WW II their assets increased $35 Billion while 35 Million
Christians were uselessly slaughtered.
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Eighty-one Congresses have authorized investigations in our
history, including every department of the executive branch,
every war except the Spanish-American, all sorts of election
scandals, railroads, shipping, oil, banking housing, insurance,
utilities, industries, Teapot Dome, Fascist and Nazi groups,
Alger Hiss, along with the Silvermaster, Perlo and Ware
espionage cells, defense plants, McCarthy-Army hearings, and
others.
Just why none has seen fit to investigate, audit or tax the
Federal Reserve System is a mystery. It has been well
established that money talks; money is all-powerful. With any
knowledge of corporate structure, it is apparent that one man and
his clique, with control of the money (the F.R.S. is a Private
Corporation founded 12-23-13) have more power than the three
branches of government when it comes to the formulation of our
policies and administration of our affairs. Therefore, it behooves
the Congressional investigating committees to bring these
matters to light and restore to Congress the power created
through the printing, evaluation and control of our money, as laid
down by our Founding Fathers in Art. 1, Sec. 8, Par. 5 of the
Constitution. If this is done promptly, our Ship of State will right
itself and we will have smooth sailing for many years to come. If
we do not repeal the Federal Reserve Act, or purchase the 12
Federal Banks, withdraw from the United Nations and pass the
Bricker amendment, we will soon cease to exist as Christian
American citizens with freedoms as provided under the
Constitution, and will be within the Communistic orbit without
ever firing a shot.
Is there still time to alert the populace? By what means can we
alert them? Is there any propaganda media by which the truth
may be brought to the people?
Early in 1957. President Eisenhower proposed a commission
of qualified citizens to conduct a broad, national
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inquiry into the nation's financial system. Neither the House nor
the Senate took direct action. The Senate started its own probe
through its finance committee, headed by Chairman Byrd, who
proclaimed it would be the most thorough investigation of its
kind in the past 50 years. It was set up to last a year, if necessary,
to solve the problems. This writer was requested to prepare (40)
questions, to be used in the interrogation of Secretary Humphrey
and William McChesney Martin, chairman of the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System. Read my
book."What's Wrong in Wash-ington"—Forum Publishing Co.,
324 Newbury St., Boston Mass.—40 cents. I have carefully
studied the six weeks testimony of Humphrey, Burgess and
Martin, and not one of the questions, which were based upon the
facts brought out in my five books, was brought to light. Yet the
chairman of the Congressional Finance Committee said that such
facts brought out into the open would "take the roof off the
nation!"
It would appear that the international bankers, in 1913, either
sold the Senate banking committee a bill of goods or bought
them, in order to strap the Federal Reserve strait-jacket onto the
United States. In all probability they stressed the facts that
money is a very complicated matter, understood only by the
"elite guard"; the most difficult problem is getting the money
into circulation; it would be better for Congress to relieve
themselves of those great responsibilities; the international banks
would accept those great responsibilities if Congress would
permit them to use Uncle Sam's printing presses, for which they
would pay the cost of the ink and paper in the manufacture of all
Federal Reserve Notes. They would be compensated for these
enormous efforts by lending the money to private enterprise (10
for 1) at interest; and last but not least, if Uncle
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Sam needed some of the money, he could have it provided
Uncle Sam would give the bankers interest-bearing U. S. bonds,
dollar for dollar!
You see, the bankers would lose out on that 10-for-1 checking
credit if Uncle Sam should take some of the currency for his own
use, so they must be compensated therefor by gifts of an equal
amount of U. S. bonds, which they would then own, lock stock
and barrel— principal and interest. Laws were then passed
permitting the F. R. Bankers to deposit U. S. Bonds with the
Comptroller and secure equal amounts in currency; then hoard
the currency in their own vaults and lend (10 for 1) to customers
in the form of check-book currency. Do you wonder now why
the internal debts of this nation total in execess of one and onehalf trillion dollars and during the same period of time the assets
of the Federal Reserve System have skyrocketed to 62 billion
dollars, just by means of bookkeeping entries? During World
War II the assets of the Federal Reserve System increased $35
billion while 35 million Christians were slaughtered.
Had we not turned over to a Private Corporation (the Federal
Reserve System) the all-powerful right to issue and control our
money and credit we would not have a National Debt.
The people are entitled to know who put a quietus on the 1957
Byrd Senate Investigating Committee, and WHAT they were
told to cause Senators Byrd, Jenner and Malone to state publicly
that they would not run for re-election.
Our elected Congressmen and Senators were apparently taking
a nap on the floor, or absent, or they were too busy with social
functions and committee meetings, or they were playing party
politics instead of national welfare, or the majority leaned to
influence, when the
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following 100 un-American and/or un-Constitutional matters
were brought to their attention. All stem from the F. R. S.:
1. Deviation from the Constitution to formulate the Federal
Reserve Act (1913). Our national debt has increased from one
billion dollars to four hundred and twenty-five billion dollars
since the Federal Reserve Act has been in effect.
2. Taking advantage of a weak spot in the Constitution to
formulate the League of Nations and the United Nations
treaties. The Constitution provides, "All treaties shall become
the supreme law of the land." Both are schemes of the
internationalist One-Worlders. Congressman John E. Rankin
said: "The United Nations is the greatest fraud in all history.
Its purpose is to destroy the United States."
3. Taking advantage of the Fifth Amendment to cover up
treason; whereas the amendment was adopted for another
purpose. They hide behind the Constitution, yet plan to
eradicate it.
4. Getting into foreign entanglements: UN, NATO,
SEATO, ERC, SHAPE, ANZUS, and SOFT (the Status of
Forces Treaty) wheras our purpose for coming to the New
World was to get away from the same. Today we have troops
in 54 countries and cemeteries around the globe. The Girard
case in Japan is
a sample of how the United States soldiers, as well as citizens,
are being stripped of their constitutional rights.
5. Reversion of our foreign policy by Wilson to aggression
and interventionism after 137 years of successful operations
under the Monroe Doctrine and minding-our-own-affairs
within the Western Hemisphere. Wilson's overpowering
advisor, Col. E. Mandel House, laid down our plight in his
book, "Philip Dru—
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Administrator." Order from Homer L. Owen, Box 3089, Waco,
Tex —$3.00. It was written anonymously but he later admitted
writing it. It was our Bankers Blueprint for Ruin in the form of a
novel. He outlined there the key plot—the Federal Reserve
System. The plan for one-world control necessitated World War
I, League of Nations, Versailles Treaty and Palestine. After the
Senate rejected the League of Nations Colonel House and the
IBS founded the Council on Foreign Relations and decided to do
it over again, without the knowledge and consent of the people—
and succeeded, viz: World War II, United Nations, Yalta Treaty
and Israel. He felt that the youngest nation and one of the
smallest had been ordained to become the world's leader,
financier, fireman, and breadbasket—far beyond our capacity
and diamertri-cally opposite to the foreign policy of our founding
fathers. Public opion threw cold water on the League of Nations.
Now, public opinion favors the U. N.
6. It is well established that "they" brought about the 1929
financial crash, for their own purposes, by simply withdrawing
money from circulation and shipping gold out of the country.
7. They concocted encroaching socialism, including
graduated income taxes (1913), to kill initiative and free
enterprise; and to finance their One-World plans.
8. They shipped money plates, paper and ink to Russia in five
airplanes for the printing of American currency in Russia, which
is still being redeemed by
9. The Marshall Plan, "lend-lease," and foreign-aid are part
of their give-away program. Marshall spent two years trying to
persuade Chiang Kai-Shek to take Communists into his
government. They promoted Marshall, Bradley, Eisenhower,
Lemnitzer and Shoup over the heads of hundreds of more
experienced
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and better qualified officers. This was a means of furthering
their plans for the socialization of the United States as well as
the fostering of their One-World Scheme. History will prove
that they followed the dictates of their masters—the
International Bankers. Read "George Catlitt Marshall" by Joe
McCarthy.
10. The Supreme Court was packed, the Congress
bypassed, and the Executive department upset the
Constitutional checks and balances by usurping power
through treaties and executive agreements. What would the
founding fathers think, should they return and view the wreck
of the America they so nobly labored to build? According to
the Constitution, the Supreme Court is supposed to pass on
the laws as laid down by the Congress. Now the Supreme
Court makes the laws, at the instigation of executive dictatorship, and Congress has been made impotent. Senator James
Eastland (Mississippi) said "I am confident the federal
Congress is ready to move within the next few years to curb
the powers of federal judiciaries." What a laugh.
11. Labor leaders have been glorified. Churchill, in
adressing the House of Commons, declared that the Labor
government of Britain could not exist without funds received
from America, and this same government at the same time
denounces the American capitalistic system.
12. Financial and military crises were promoted for
personal aggrandizement, as well as to usurp our Constitutional rights. This generation, whose representatives
guided our Ship of State into this dark morass, have reasons
to be asha ned of the greatest squander of lives and dollars in
history, a bureaucracy without bounds, inflation in full swing,
and World War III in in the offing.
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13. Whitewash of the Amerasia case. The Tyd-ings
committee placed party above the United States and was blinded
as to the extent and consequences of the Invisible Conspiracy.
Now Phillip Jessup represents U. S. on the World Court.
14. Middle East policy—which alienated 400 million
Moslems, Hindus and Arabs.
15. "White paper"—which turned over 450 million Chinese
to the so-called Agrarian Reformers.
16. The Morgenthau Plan to demilitarize and de-industrialize
Germany forever by reducing them to minute farming areas was
written by Harry Dexter White. Morgenthau testified before the
Congressional investigating committee that he was unaware that
Harry Dexter White was a Communist, even though they had
worked and visited very closely for many years. Why does
Morgenthau reside in Europe today?
17. The Baruch proposal, to stockpile our 'A' and 'H' bombs
in the hands of the United Nations.
18. The Nuremberg trials, which gained us nothing but hatred
and established a dangerous precedent. The world's leading
Christian nation being the first to drop atom bombs on innocent
civilians established another dangerous precedent. Read "Makers
of Civilization" by Caldwell.
19. Involvement in three unnecssary wars on the continents
of Europe and Asia, where we had no business. We are now
endeavoring to make allies of our former enemies. Our former
allies are now our mortal enemies. Who is responsible for
millions of fine, upright, gallant Americans being killed and their
bodies lying rotting in graves throughout the globe? Document
#346, U. S. Senate Committee Report, 67th Congress, 4th
Session — "The responsibility for
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World War I rests solely upon the shoulders of the
International Financiers. It is they upon whose head the blood
of millions of dying rest." What better documentation and
proof of the International Banking Conspiracy would you ask
for?
20. Sell-outs at Yalta, Potsdam, Teheran, Casablanca,
Geneva, Dumbarton Oaks, Bretton Woods, and last but not
least, San Francisco (U.N.). I have always believed that
Franklin Roosevelt succumed to every scheme of his friend
"Joe." Our great America has been and will be paying for many
years in blood and funds for the Yalta blunder. I could never
understand why the Constitution was completely overlooked or
forgotten, because the powers assigned to the President are
clearly outlined. It appears that Roosevelt never learned that
according to the Constitution, the President shall have power
"by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, to make
treaties, provided two-thirds of the Senators present concur."
Read "The Yalta Story."
21. Pigeonholing of the Wedemeyer report. Four generals
testified that they were not allowed to win the Korean War.
Gen. MacArthur left a statement to be published after his
death, naming Traitors in oun Government. Government
officials testified that signed orders were forgeries. Read 'The
Wedemeyer Report." In the end Gen. Wedemeyer realized that
he had been a dupe.
22. Court-martialing of Gen. Billy Mitchell — now
vindicated. What becacause of the one-and-a-half-million word
transcript of this historical, treasonable trial? He proved
beyond doubt that the airplane was the best means of offensive
and defensive warfare at that time. He said, "Whoever controls
Alaska controls the world." Was not the H. M, S. Repulse and
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H. M. S Renown immediately put under the waves upon arrival
in Japanese waters? Did not the unsink-able Scharnhorst become
a derelict with a direct hit on the rudder by an airplane torpedo?
Why the lumbering, expensive airplane carriers when we have
thousands of unsinkable islands? Why have the vulnerable air
bases which cannot be camouflaged? Why not make use of the
waterways of the world with amphibious planes? Why not build
hundreds of missile carrying sumarines for less money than the
lumbering, vulnerable airplane carriers and battleships? Because
Big Business wants to sell steel.
23. Demotion of Col. Charles A. Lindbergh—now reinstated
and promoted to general.
24. Why did Franklin Roosevelt and Harry Truman ignore
the FBI reports on infiltration? Why did Truman close the files?
25. Why the rifts between the Justice Department and the
FBI?
26. Why the anti-American and anti-Christ propaganda
throughout the schools, churches, comics, newspapers, movies,
radio, TV? Read the N.C.C. and N.E.A. propaganda. Read "The
Pentagon Case" by Col. Victor J. Fox.
27. Why the centralization of power in Washington, thereby
usurping our States' Rights by means of the New Deal, the Fair
Deal, Modern Republicanism and the multiplicity of bureaus. In
a recent speech Ike advised us to "hold onto States' Rights . . .
don't allow our National Fiscal Policy to make us insolvent."
(Out of the horse's mouth). Why was the States' Militia changed
to the National Guard?
28. Why did we recognize Russia in 1933, which laid us
open to espionage? It was well-known that Communist Russia
was not our friend. A foreign
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policy which favors our enemies must be wrong. Instead of our
foreign policy benefitting the majority, it was designed to
benefit one or more subversive and/or influential minorities
and vested interests whose thoughts and efforts hinge from
Wall Street, Downing Street, Moscow or better known as the
Establishments in N. Y. C, London and Moscow. Warren G.
Davenport advised - "Communism is fostered in the United
States by International Bankers and War Promoters who seek
world control."
29. Why recognize Red China by giving them permission
to attend the Big Five Geneva conference?
30. Why were we influenced against Chiang Kai-Shek in
China, Bastista in Cuba and Mihailovitch in Jugoslavia?
31. Treasury Department Order no. 43 dated December 15,
1941, (a week after Pearl Harbor) and signed by Secretary
Morgenthau : "On and after this date, Mr. Harry Dexter White,
assistant to the secretary, will assume full responsibility for all
matters with which the Treasury Department has to deal, having a bearing on foreign relations."
32. On February 25, 1943, Secretary Morgenthau
supplemented the above by the following directive to Harry
Dexter White: "Effective this date, I would like you to take
supervision over and assume full responsibility for Treasury's
participation in all econ-nomic and financial matters, in
connection with the operations of the Army and Navy and
civilian affairs in the foreign areas in which our Armed Forces
are operating or likely to operate. This will, of course, include
general liaison with the State Department, Army and Navy, and
other departments or agencies, and representatives of foreign
governments on these matters."
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33. Why was Harry Dexter White the Treasury representative
on many of the most significant wartime committees from the
office of Strategic Services Advisory Committee, to the Board of
Economic Warfare, to the National Munitions Control Board?
Harry Dexter White was the most damaging, as well as highest
ranking spy in the history of this nation.
34. Why was Harry Dexter White the dominating figure at
the Bretton Woods Monetary Conference that launched the
International Monetary Fund and the World Bank? If the Senate
wishes to really censure someone, here's an opportunity. White
supposedly is dead, but his superior is not. Congressman Daniel
Reed (New York) said: "Bretton Woods is the greatest financial
raid ever attempted against the resources of a nation, in the
history of mankind."
35. On April 8, 1947, Secretary of the Treasury John Snyder
wrote Harry Dexter White as follows: "It is hardly necessary to
say that your efforts while with the Treasury were responsible in
no small measure for the creation of the International Bank of
Reconstruction and Development, and the International
Monetary Fund." Harry Dexter White represented you and me at
Bretton Woods in closed meeting where our birthright was sold
down the river to the international bankers under the protection
of the United States Army. Congressman Jesse Sumner (Illinois)
said: "The Bretton Woods agreements set up an international
money factory." The Duke of Bedford in England's Parliament
said: "The World Bank is the most impudent attempt history has
ever known to establish an economic and financial dictatorship."
36. In 1939, Lauchlin Currie (named a Communist under
oath) was appointed administrative assistant to the President with
special duties in economics. Until
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his separation from the government on June 30, 1945, he
handled Far Eastern affairs for the White House. Twice he was
our special envoy to China. He arranged the famous trip that
Henry Wallace made to wartime China and Siberia under the
guidance of Owen Lattimore, John Carter Vincent, and John
M. Hazard. Within the White House, Currie also handled the
affairs of the Institute of Pacific Relations, which had its own
close interest in Far Eastern matters. The sub-committee on
internal security reported: "The Institute of Pacific Relations
was a vehicle used by the Communists to orientate American
Far Eastern policies toward Communist objectives. The
effective leadership of the Institute of Pacific Relations used
IPR prestige to promote the interest of the Soviet Union in the
United States:"
In 1941 Currie arranged Owen Lattimore's appointment as the
President's special envoy to Chiang Kai-Shek. Currie arranged
for Earl Browder, head of the Communist party in the United
States, to confer with the State Department so that he might
guide the betrayal of China.
37. We have had a taste of the slow process of suffocation
of our liberties by the Genocide and Human Rights
convenants; United Nations Educational, Social and Cultural
Organization; the National Education Association; the
International Labor Organization and the other 200
amendments to the United Nations Charter which have been
written and are ready to be stuffed down our throats. The Los
Angeles Herald-Express, California's largest newspaper,
carried on March 30, 1954, the following unbelievable
statement. We must believe it, however, because the responsibility of this great newspaper as well as the responsibility of
Jack Moffit stands behind its accuracy : "The
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United Nations Bulletin for March 1, 1954, say (on page 196)
that the United States has signed the Genocide Pact. If this is
true, it is the saddest moment in the history of western
civilization, for it means that the freedoms and safeguards that
the English-speaking people have fought for and died for, since
the days of the Magna Charta, have been destroyed, stealthily
and treacherously, without the voice of one American official
being raised in their defense. The Genocide Pact provides for the
trial and punishment of anyone accused of causing physical or
mental harm to any member of a minority. It does not define
what constitutes mental harm. But you can be taken anywhere in
the world, and tried, without a jury, for having committed it.
"The Pact is retroactive—you can be tried for alleged offenses
committed 20 years ago. The Pact would enable any president or
head of a state to suppress a free press. This Pact has not been
ratified by the Senate, so it must have been signed by executive
agreement. Is this the reason the White House fought so hard to
defeat the Bricker amendment?"
38. Tabling of the Bricker amendment, which had no other
purpose than a vote of confidence, a rededica-tion of the
Constitution as the law of the land.
39. Unsound Keynes theory of manipulated currency. Read
"Keynes of Harvard"
40. Tax-free Foundations controlled by international bankers
and their ilk, for ulterior purposes. Who paid the "Hon?" Hays to
kill the Congressional investigation of these monstrous unAmerican Tax-Free Funds?
41. Opposition to Congressional Investigating Committees,
and closing of FBI files to them.
42. Loans to England, who was trading with our
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enemy in time of war, while we were' carrying nine-teentwentieths of the load, physically and financially.
43. Infiltration of the Monetary System, government,
defense plants, services, Central and South America, Churches,
Schools etc. Pigeonholing of the great speech by Hon. Louis T.
McFadden, in which he indicted the members of the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System for criminal
conspiracy. He was liquidated. Order from Forum Publishing
Co., 324 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.—50 cents.
44. Why did we fall from the pedestal since 1913 as the
shining light of the world and continue our decline ever since?
The "Fed" was our turning point and un-doing.
45. Why did it take us seven years and three months to
complete the. H-bomb, whereas Russia only required four
years? Did Oppenheimer have his finger in the pie? Who is
responsible for the shipment of a large number of bombers to
the Soviet, equipped with our secret bomb sight? Who is
responsible for our "Soft on Communism" policy?
46. Why did we give Nationalist China vast supplies of
guns and other weapons, but no ammunition? Then we opened
Kalgan Mountain Pass into Manchuria, so that the Russians
could arm Communist China. A large shipment of ammunition
and supplies set sail for Chiang Kai-Shek. Before it arrived,
messages from the White House diverted all material except
two rolls of barbed wire. Gen. Lemnitzer testified before
Congress that $200 worth of equipment was delivered.
47. Why were the supplies to Patton held up? Eisenhower
gives the answer in his "Crusade in Europe," written by Joe
Barnes. Look up his record. If Ike had been chosen by Stalin to
be our President in
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1952, he could not have done more things to please the Soviet
Union than he has done, including the following: (1) Welcomed
the meanest man on earth to the United States to receive royal
'red carpet' t r e a t ment. (2) Permitted the Soviets v i r t u a l l y to
seize Cuba. (3) Led in the campaign to destroy McCarthy. (4)
Named Earl Warren to the Supreme Court of the United States,
whose decisions have been close to 100% favorable to
Communist policy. (5) Ignored General Douglas MacArthur,
who was fired through the manipulations of Stalin. (6) Cool
and many times hostile to the sensational findings of the UnAmerican Activities Committee and the Internal Security Committee. (7) Opposed loyalty oaths. (8) Fought immigration
restrictions. (9) Bayonetted the citizens of the South resisting
mongrelization. (10) Forbade American citizens to demonstrate
against the vi sit of the barbarian Khrushchev.
48. Why was the ammunition to our Armies in Korea held
up?
49. In 1949, Herbert Hoover stated that the arms of 71 of 89
American divisions had disappeared. In 1959 we spent Billions
for Defense, yet when a Russian plane opened fire, the guns on
our plane f a i l e d to function. In 1947 Herbert Hoover said: "My
theory is that if we had kept out of the immediate conflict we
could have put our sword on the table with our economic
resources intact, and made a decent peace when the time for
peace-making came. I never believed Britain was in danger of
defeat, and we never would have been attacked by the Japanese
if we had not given them the provocation." At age 91 he "aboutfaced" regarding the U. N.
50. Why were our armies held up at the gates of Berlin for
days, to await Russia's arrival to take over?
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Eisenhower in "Crusade in Europe" declared that we could
have t a k e n B e r l i n in short order, with very little loss of life.
Yet today it is the powder keg of the Universe.
What
happened to Gen. Patton?
51. Why were we given a part of Berlin, behind the Iron
Curtain, without ingress or egress?
52. Why were the decoded Japanese messages withheld
from the Navy prior to Pearl Harbor? General Marshall,
Secretary of Defense, testified that he was not aware of his
whereabouts the day before Pearl Harbor. On that date he was
photographed at the a i r p o r t (Washington, D. C.) greeting the
arrival of Molotov. Why did he supposedly go on a three-day
fishing trip just prior to the Japanese attack, with instructions to
his office personnel that he not be disturbed for any reason
whatsoever? There's another opportunity to censure. He
perjured himself before the Congressional Investigating
Committee. Sen. Jen-ner called him "a Living Lie." Read
"Pearl Harbor" by Short & Kimmons.
53. Why did we not retaliate in kind, 10 for 1, immediately
after Pearl Harbor, rather than be drawn into a foot-soldier war,
to the Japanese's liking, in their own territory?
54. Why were the Army reports lost which identified the
Soviets as perpetrators of the Katyn Forest Massacre?
55. Why did Dean Acheson declare Korea outside of our
defensive area, withdraw our troops, then immediately send
them back in for our third largest casualty list, without an act of
Congress? This was the planned starting point of World War
III. Our Cold War is part and parcel of same. Read "World
Revolution" by Webster.
56. Why should we consider a duplicate stalemate
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in Indo China, Laos, Viet Nam and other kindling fires on the
continents of Asia and Europe?
57. Why did we hand Poland, the Balkans, the Kuriles, Outer
Mongolia and other satellites to the Russians? We entered the
wars with the expressed purpose of liberating Poland and Korea;
as well as maintaining self-determination of small nations. After
winning the wars, who was responsible for giving those very
nations to Russia?
58. Why did we give 13 billion dollars to each— Russia,
China and Europe with no strings attached? The conspirators
catch most of the gifts in their own baskets. At Geneva, the
World Health Organization (a United Nations Subsidiary) voted
to assess the United States $350,000. The Constitution states that
public money can be apppropriated only with the concurrence of
both houses of Congress. However, the Constitution also
provides that treaties become the supreme law of the land; so the
check was issued.
59. Why did Franklin Roosevelt wait until his dying day to
realize and advise Joe Stalin that he (Roosevelt) had been
betrayed? Why was a Madam Schau-matoff painting his picture
on his deathbed? Why did she disappear so rapidly? Is it possible
that Stalin did not want the world to know that Roosevelt finally
became aware of his betrayal ? Why was Mrs. Rutherford's
presence kept secret? Why is it that Mrs. Rutherford, Doctor
Paullin and Patterson (undertaker) never made a statement
regarding Roosevelt's demise? Why did Roosevelt keep asking,
days before he died, over and over, "How many GI's are
stationed here in Warm Springs?" Why was he never put into the
President's bier? Why was his split with Stalin never told?
Read "The Strange Death of F. D. R."
60. Where did we get the idea that America is
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destined to be the world's leader, regulator, policeman,
breadbasket and financier? Don Bell reports: "The Council on
Foreign Relations dream such rot. One may well ask; if the
Council on Foreign Relations is i n t e n t on destroying the
United States as a sovereign and independent nation, then how
has it been able to promote its schemes for nearly half a
century without the public becoming aware of its nefarious acti vi ti e s? Gen. P. A. del Valle in TASK FORCE recommends
to its readers and supporters that they help disseminate the
complete and documented information on the Council of
Foregin Relations. Read "The Invisible Government" by Dan
Smoot, Box 9538, Lake-wood Station, Dallas, Texas, for this
intelligence upon which the life or death of this Republic
definitely hinges. You have been informed as to WHAT is being done to l i q u i d a t e our Country as a free and sovereign
nation. This will tell you WHO are responsible. It is the final
and indispensable knowledge in our fight for survival.
Immediate answer to that question lies in the fact that all
news-gathering agencies, all radio and television networks, and
all leading metropolitan dailies and large-circulation
periodicals are owned or controlled by members of the Council
on Foreign Relations or its network or organizations; including
all Rockefeller Funds and Foundations, all Ford Foundations,
all Carnegie Foundations, the Committee for Economic
Development, the Foregin Policy Association, the Institute of
Pacific Relations, Freedom House, the English Speaking
Union, the American Association for the United Nations,
Atlantic Union, Academy of Political Science, American
Academy of Political and Social Science, American Civil
Liberties Union, American Committee on United Europe,
American
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Council on NATO, American Friends of the Alliance Israelite
Universelle, American International Association for Economic
and Social Development, etc., etc. I list these various
organizations as being affiliated with CFR in the sense that the
organization's leading official is a member of CFR. Example:
Herbert Lehman is a member of CFR, also is the honorary president of American Friends of the Alliance Israelite Universelle.
Another example: Patrick Malin, CFR, is Executive Director of
ACLU," End of quote.
In one of the few public exposures of CFR, the Washington
Times Herald, then owned by Col. Mc-Cormack, wrote
editorially on Jan. 10, 1951:
"A relatively few people, speaking through a considerable
number of microphones, can create a fictitious impression that
there is a 'public demand' for policies which lack appeal to the
great body of people, who have no such convenient propaganda
organs to make their desires heard.... If misery and ruin of the
Republic were the avowed objectives of these enemies within
the gates, they could not have adopted doctrines and methods
better calculated to achieve that disloyal purpose. . . ."
And on Dec. 9, 1950 the then patriotic Chicago Tribune
commented editorially:
"The members of the Council are persons of much more than
average influence in the community. They have used the prestige
that their wealth, their social position, and their education have
given them to lead their country toward bankruptcy and military
debacle. They should look at their hands. There is blood on
them—. . ."
Today, CFR controls our Federal Government at every level
and in every branch. But it need not control the Congress! For,
at least in theory, the Con-
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gress is directly responsible to the people. The Senate must
ratify all treaties and confirm all appointments. The Senate,
therefore, can stop the CFR and save America. The people
should demand that the Senate live up to its oath of allegiance!
Read "Don Bell Reports."
61. Why was MacArthur, our greatest military leader,
recalled? Why was Van Fleet stopped? Why was Clark
retired? Why was Patton stopped?
62. General Bedell Smith advised that America's post-war
policy for Italy was to connive to bring Communists into the
Italian government, and to return Togliatti from Moscow. Who
is responsible for this, as well as for the division of Trieste?
Our State Department continuously makes these so-called "errors," like Cuba, China, Katanga and Viet Nam.
63. Why did the White House rule that members of the
Communist conspiracy could act as radio operators on
commercial or naval vessels?
64. Why the secret Army directive authorizing the granting
of commissions in the United States army to members of the
Communist conspiracy?
65. Why the order to destroy the files on military
personnel where the files showed one to be a Communist?
Who started the Pentagon Fire, which destroyed Security
Files? Why does the Supreme Court prohibit states from trying
Communists? Read "The Welfare State," by Col. Victor J.
Fox.
66. Why did Acheson grant a 90-million dollar loan to the
Communist-controlled government of Poland, while his law
firm represented the Polish government?
67. In 1945 Nationalist China needed guns to fight off the
Communists. At that time we had mountains of captured guns
and ammunition. General Eisenhower ordered this materiel
sent to Chiang Kai-Shek.
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Then an order written by Lauchlin Currie on White House
stationery rescinded same. Who is responsible for the stealing of
eight buckets of fissionable material, which can be made into
"A" bombs, in an ordinary machine shop, equipped with proper
knowledge? The Communists have stolen our "A" and "H" bomb
secrets; our bomb sight; and information regarding ballistics
missiles. Why was USSR given access to our Patent office and
permitted to cart them off at 25c each? One dangerous
Communist in the right place, at the right time, can do more
damage than a regiment of soldiers. They can stop the wheels of
progress overnight.
68. Why would the acting chairman of the loyalty program of
the government printing office testify under oath that he was
ordered not to discharge any employees merely because they
were Communists? This order evidently applied to every federal
agency because it came from the chairman of the entire loyalty
program (prior to 1952).
69. Why was the Seventh Fleet ordered: (1) Sink any ship
which attempts to go from Formosa to help those who are
fighting the Communists in China, but do not molest or in any
way interfere with the ships helping the Communist; (2) Do not
let the Chinese Navy on Formosa sink any Communist shipping.
70. Why did a federal grand jury release the following,
December 2, 1952: "Almost without exception these same
subversive employees with the United Nations were formerly
employed in various departments of our own federal
government. They were transferred from one federal department
to another, finally ending up in key positions in the United
Nations. The evidence shows this is not coincidental, but part of
a definite, planned pattern. It appears to result from
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the contrivance of certain highly-placed officials who have
surrounded themselves in each government agency, and then in
the United Nations, with personnel who shared their disloyal
convictions."
A California resident for whom I have the highest regard,
sent me a photostatic copy of the United Nations Proclamation
No. 1, by which nine California cit ie s. Lampasas, Texas,
Watertown, N. Y. and Danville, Va. were taken control of by
U. S. Armed Forces. He said, "When these boys, American
boys from our homes, our Christian churches, with loving
mothers and fathers, were told to take over these nine cities—
they did it. You should see the suppressed photographs and
other details. The United States joint chiefs of staff were
stunned when confronted with this document." Simply a dress
rehearsal. The Hidden Government would not have dared to
pull off such un-American Activities, nor would they have been
brazen enough to pull out the Bayonets in Little Rock and
Oxford had they not previously Federalized our States'
M i l i t i a . These were subtle acts of treason against our
sovereign States' Rights. Read the National Guard Act (1956)
and the Disarmament Act (1961).
Operations "Water Moccasin" and "Swift Strike" were
carried on (1963) in Georgia and North Carolina, respectively.
Officers from 16 foreign countries participated in the war
games. For further information send $1.00 to Mr. Theodore
Jackman, Box 10188, Greenville, S. C.
The Constitution does not provide for such infringements
upon the People's Rights and and States' Rights. Many in the
"know" are confident that the above have sinister forebodings.
71. If we were able to ascertain the truth we would
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find that not more than one senator out of 20 read the 4,000
words of fine print covering the Federal Reserve Act.
Undoubtedly this method was devised to conceal the real tenets
and purposes. Not one member of e i t h e r House will touch
the Money Issue.
72. Likewise regarding the United Nations charter,
amendments, and covenants Sen. McCarran said: "Until my
dying day, I will regret voting for the U. N. Treaty." Several
hundred amendments and covenants have been prepared, some
now in effect, without the knowledge of the people. U. S. Senate
Report, Document #346—67th Congress —4th Session (quoted
p. 10). We now know that they were not "wars to end all wars."
We are now aware of "their " strong hatred, fear, and revenge of
and for the Germans. We should have fought with the Germans.
The International Money Changers pushed U. S. into every war
throughout the history of this nation, in each instance making it
appearthat we had not been shoved. It is a fact that on every
occasion our guns have been leveled at Christians. We must
realize that Christian Caucasians are in the minority and
henceforth we must cease firing at each other. Keep in mind that
all of the world's turmoil stems from Christ vs. anti-Christ.
Unless Christians pull together they will hang separately. This
writer abhors the tactics of Hitler and the Nazi, but admires the
German people. It's my humble opinion, if the U. S. Government
will re-take their Constitutional responsibilities to control our
Money and Military, we will not have occasion to aim our guns
at anyone for centuries. Reintroduce Voorhis Bill, HR8209, to
purchase the 12 F. R. Banks.
74. Who permitted the United States to lose its advantage
as world leader by means of the "give-
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aways" in the peace conferences and secret foreign
conferences ?
75. Who permitted the United States to become involved in
the Korean War without an act of Congress?
76. Who permitted shipment of six divisions to Europe
without the "great debate?" History has proved the
impossibility of defeating a nation of vast population and area.
Napoleon and Hitler tried and f a i l e d in Russia. Several have
failed in China. They simply retreat and leave the scorched
earth. Yet we plan to defeat China and Russia on the land
masses of Asia and Europe, without allies. We have allowed
the "big brass, of the Army and Navy to unduly influence the
selection of our offensive and defensive weapons because of
the possible loss of special service privileges and social
prestige. Tom Connally sang his swan song when he delivered
United States troops to Europe without authority. Is it not
treason to repeal the Con-ally Amendment, thereby placing our
internal affairs under the jurisdiction of the World Court?
77. The majority in the august Senate body failed to ratify
the Bricker amendment on two occasions, whereas by their
oath of office they were obligated to uphold the Constitution.
Is that not perjury?
78. The Secretary of State insultingly ordered Finland to
give in to the Russians.
79. The United States approved the forceful seizure of a
large part of Poland, the nation we fought for, and defended.
80. Spain helped us materially during World War II, and
returned more than 1,100 pilots. Now the United States liberal
element is urging the overthrow of the Franco government,
after he expelled the Communists. What about the Lincoln
Brigade, trained in U. S. A., fighting shoulder to shoulder with
the Bol-
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sheviks? They are now in the Caribbean.
81. The United States was the first nation in history to drop
atomic bombs on civilians. What a cross and precedent to bear!
Furthermore, it was absolutely unnecessary and uncalled-for,
because the war had been won. They were dropped on two
Christian cities in Japan. We also bombed Dresden, Germany.
82. It was unnecessary as well as treasonous to bring Russia
into the war five days before we had defeated Japan, just so they
could grab Manchuria and participate in the peace negotiations?
83. Our request for the return of our ships which we leased to
Russia for a dollar was ignored; likewise our request for an
accounting of lend lease.
84. By what force, coercion or power were we influenced to
recognize Russia in 1933? The Hidden Government (CFR)
knows. Russia withdrew during World War I, thereby making
our job doubly difficult on the western front. Would you say that
Russia was ever a dependable ally of ours?
85. The United States dealt wholeheartedly with Russia as an
ally whereas we had documentary evidence of 20 years of
treason.
86. This nation has gone down in history as never before. "In
the generation of nations at war, never has there been a case
similar to ours, whereby the victor received so little, after
sacrificing so much."
Richard Ahrens, Director of the House Un-American
Activities Committee said—"Our American civilization is now
going down the drain, and not more than a handful of people are
concerned about it."
Gen. George Van Horn Moseley said "Historians of the future
will marvel most of all at the non-resistance of those who had
the most to lose."
87. By means of propaganda media owned and con-
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trolled by subersive elements, the United States is permitted to
remain the United Nations, as well the United Nations in the
United States, knowing that it is infested with spies and people
who have hatred for our beloved country.
88. Who permitted the creation of the everlasting precedent
of the Malmedy tr ia l s? They have a direct bearing on the 13
pilots and 944 GI's now in the hands of the Chinese Reds. The
United Nations cannot legislate morals. The "big stick" is the
only authority "they" understand. The best defense is a strong,
potential offense. Yet Kennedy signed the Disarmament Act in
1961. Metro is disarming us at the County and Municipal
levels by appointing their henchmen as sheriffs.
89. Many government officials withold the truth from the
citizenry, for fear they may be out of nice fat jobs come next
election. Is that Americanism? Is that the reason why the
Congress is afraid to tackle the money question?—or do they
fear note calling, or rechecking of income tax returns, or losing
their seat (In Congress), or losing their lives?
90 Why did we censure one of our own conservative,
"America first" compatriots for the misuse of words while the
big shots who are endeavoring to destroy America are not
called on the carpet? Sen. McCarthy will be elected to the
Senate Hall of Fame 40 years hence, as was a previous Junior
Senator from Wisconsin, La Follette, who advocated that we
stay out of World War I, for which he was censured by the U.
S. Senate. Communist publishers openly advocate or promote
organizations which advocate the overthrow of our
government by force and violence; yet real American patriots
were tried for sedition, as in the 1940 to 1947 Mass Sedition
trial, at considerable
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time and expense, because they exposed the culprits. Is this
America, as our forebears constructed it? Read "The Mass
Sedition Trial."
91. Why not censure the man who promoted Harry Dexter
White, who gave our money plates to Russia, and advocated that
the Bulwark of Europe be demilitarized, de-industrialized, and
cut up into small farms so as to make slaves of the most
nationalistic nation on the face of the earth? We know who he is.
He was warned by the FBI. He moved to Europe.
92. Why not censure the man who promoted and protected
Alger Hiss? We know who he is (Frankfurter).
Read 'The
Witness' by Whitaker Chambers.
93. Why not censure the man who permitted Latti-more and
Glasser to change China from friend to foe? We know who he is.
The chairman of the Congressional un-American activities (Joe
McCarthy) com-mitte has staked his career on the fact that Lattimore's interests are not in our behalf.
94. Why not censure our secretary of defense who knew of
the coming events at Pearl Harbor, yet did not so advise the
officers in command? We know who he is. When he finally sent
the message, why did he not use the direct wire established for
just such a purpose? (General Marshall).
95. Why not cenure the man who engineered the United
Nations charter as well as the giveaway programs at Yalta and
Potsdam after we had established ourselves as the outstanding
world power because of decisive victories? We know who he is
(Hiss).
96. Why not censure the man who engaged this nation in one
of our bloodiest wars without an act of Congress then recalled
the commanding general ? We know who he is. Why not censure
the War Department for refusal to win the Korean War according
to
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the testimony of four generals, MacArthur, Clark, Wedemeyer,
and Van Fleet? Why not censure those named as Traitors by
Gen. MacArthur in a prepared statement to be made public
after his death (1964)? Why not censure the War Department
for authorizing an American general to sign a document with
Montgomery of England, Picard of France, and a Russian
general, that sent back to Russia for slave labor, four mi l li o n
Germans and five million anti-Communist Russians who
surrendered to the American Army for protection?
97. Why not censure, the man who promoted Peress? We
can find out who he is. Ask General Zwicker. Joe McCarthy
told Gen. Zwicker that he was unfit to wear the U. S. uniform.
98. Why not censure the man or clique (CFR) responsible
for our making Russia the scourge of the universe? We know
who they are. It is a strange world; the very nations that just a
few years ago we spent thousands of boys and billions of
dollars to defeat (Germany and Japan) are actually rearming to
protect us from our former allies, the Russians and the
Chinese. We now know that recognition of Russia in 1933 was
wrong. Why not correct the wrong by severing relations now?
99. Why is it that every time a powerful patriotic citizen
gets close to the money control group and/or the truth, he is
immediately crucified or made impotent, such as Jesus Christ,
Abraham Lincoln, Prof. William Wirt, Rep. Martin Dies, Sen.
Jack Tenney, Cong. McFadden, Secretary Forrestal, Senator
Huey Long, Rep. Jerry Voorhis, Sen. Joseph McCarthy, Count
Bernadotte, Rep. John T. Wood, Sen. Robert Taft, Gen.
MacArthur, Gen. Patton, President Mc-Kinley, President
Harding, President Garfield et als.
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100. Why have the tax-exempt foundations been permitted to
administer and manipulate billions, contrary to the free enterprise
system? Purposefully or not, they tend to convert America into a
socialistic state. The Alaskan Mental Health Bill, HR 6376, the
most sinister, deceptive, subversive law ever, concocted, passed
both Houses by 100% Voice Vote, like a cat in the stillness of
the night. Only 7 Senators were present. The 1957 Byrd Senate
Finance Investigating Committee was abruptly brought to their
knees. The heat must have been excrutiating to cause our highest
calibered Senators Byrd, Malone and Jen-ner to publicly state
that they would not run for reelection in our Senior Legislative
Body. How in the world can this August Body take it sitting
down, when James P. Warburg declared on the floor, "We shall
have world government, whether or not we like it. The only
question is, whether world government will be achieved by
conquest or consent." Did not Congressman McFadden advise
each and every one— "There is not a man within the sound of
my voice who does not know that this government is run by the
International Bankers." If they are afraid to rid this Nation of
those underground, behind the scene Nomads, they should put on
their hats and come on home, for each and everyone is a perjurer.
Article II of the Bill of Rights provides "a well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of people
to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed." While we wined
and dined they changed our most important States' Militia into
the National Guard.
Lloyd George wrote in his memoirs: "They (the international
bankers) swept statesmen, politicians, jurists, and journalists all
on one side and issued their
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orders with an imperiousness of absolute monarcbs who knew
that there was no appeal from their ruthless decrees."
Our political, financial, domestic and foreign affairs are
worse than the public wants to think, or cares to admit. All of
the foregoing are subjects vital to the very future existence of
this nation, yet as stated at the outset, every time some
Congressional body gets very close to a real investigation it is
mysteriously turned away. In any context, the word
International "spells" UN-AMERICAN.
The very two Acts that have spelled doom, the N. B. A.
(1863) and the F. R. A. (1913) Patman proclaims are the
greatest strides in American history. His predecessor is the
greatest and Patman is the sorriest to ever step foot in
Congress.

